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Many fundamental concepts in evolutionary biology were discovered using

non-human study systems. Humans are poorly suited to key study designs

used to advance this field, and are subject to cultural, technological, and medi-

cal influences often considered to restrict the pertinence of human studies to

other species and general contexts. Whether studies using current and recent

human populations provide insights that have broader biological relevance

in evolutionary biology is, therefore, frequently questioned. We first surveyed

researchers in evolutionary biology and related fields on their opinions regard-

ing whether studies on contemporary humans can advance evolutionary

biology. Almost all 442 participants agreed that humans still evolve, but

fewer agreed that this occurs through natural selection. Most agreed that

human studies made valuable contributions to evolutionary biology, although

those less exposed to human studies expressed more negative views. With a

series of examples, we discuss strengths and limitations of evolutionary

studies on contemporary humans. These show that human studies provide

fundamental insights into evolutionary processes, improve understanding

of the biology of many other species, and will make valuable contributions

to evolutionary biology in the future.
1. Introduction
Mendel’s studies of peas, Tinbergen’s observation of gulls, Morgan’s experiments

with fruit flies, and Hamilton’s consideration of insects are just some examples of

organisms being used to make major contributions to the field of evolutionary

biology. Recently, an increasing diversity of study organisms have advanced

the field owing to factors such as long-term field studies [1] and advancing genetic

methods. It is well accepted that many discoveries within evolutionary biology

made using such study organisms are applicable to humans. However, the

inverse question, whether fundamental concepts in evolutionary biology can be

discovered in studies of contemporary or recent human populations and applied

to other species, is less clear and sometimes considered with caution or reluctance,

even among editors of broad-scope biological journals. For example, as recently as

2015, the editorial policy of Proceedings B specifically stated that studies on

humans were only considered ‘if they had clear relevance to fundamental biologi-

cal principles and processes, or to other groups of organisms’. The frequency of

such views among evolutionary biologists, however, remains currently unknown,

as do the associated causes for scepticism.

We first investigated to what extent and why, the research community of evol-

utionary biologists believes that studies on contemporary humans can provide

valuable contributions to evolutionary biology. However, even if the respondents

believe human studies are useful, it does not necessarily mean they are useful.

Hence, in the second section of this article, we discuss the value of studies on con-

temporary humans through examples drawn from diverse disciplines including

demography, genetics, evolutionary medicine, and life-history evolution, to
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demonstrate that studies on contemporary humans have pro-

vided insights into fundamental evolutionary biology, and

continue to spark research in a variety of organisms.
.royalsocietypublishing.org
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2. The extent and causes of scepticism towards
human research in evolutionary biology

To investigate the opinion of the evolutionary biology research

community with respect to the ability of studies on contempor-

ary human populations to advance the field, we conducted an

online survey in April 2017 (survey details and response data

available via the Dryad data repository, details below).

Researchers were contacted directly, through their institutions,

online bulletins, and social media. They were asked about

career stage, research area, history of exposure to research on

humans, and a series of questions regarding their opinion

on the relevance of human studies.

We received 442 responses from 35 countries, with most

researchers based in the USA (19.2%), the UK (14.5%), and

France (10.6%). The majority (72%) identified their research

area as ‘Ecology or Evolution’, followed by ‘Molecular Biology

and Genetics’ (8.4%), ‘Psychology or Evolutionary Psychology’

(6.3%), Anthropology (3.6%), and Demography (1.8%). Most

were currently affiliated with a research institution (90%).

The respondents differed in their educational or research

experience, with 45% being or having been principle investi-

gators (PIs) (lecturers, or full, associate, or emeritus

professors), followed by postdocs (25%) and PhD students

(18%). Hence, the majority of respondents were active research-

ers with a broad range of expertise and experience in

evolutionary biology or ecology.

With seven questions (Q7–Q13), we aimed to gauge atti-

tudes towards human studies, and their perceived general

relevance to evolutionary and behavioural ecology. Respon-

dents were asked to rate statements from strongly disagree to

strongly agree on a scale of 1–5 accordingly. We also invited

comments on the suitability of human studies for evolutionary

biology and behavioural ecology (Q14), and general remarks

(Q15). While some responses were not always straightforward

to interpret, we list some examples here (table 1).

Major differences in perspectives on human research may

arise depending on the respondent’s personal experience with

human research. Approximately one-third had performed

research using human data themselves (‘direct-exposure’;

35%), while a similar portion had departmental colleagues per-

forming such research (‘peer-exposure’; 31%) or neither type of

experience (‘no-exposure’; 34%). That over a third of respon-

dents were conducting or had conducted research on human

data is probably larger than expected based on the expertise

in the discipline at large. This possible overrepresentation

may have arisen because these researchers were either more

willing to answer our survey or because our survey was more

likely to reach them. We, therefore, investigated whether

levels of exposure to human studies influenced the answer to

each question using ordinal logistic regression with the ‘ordinal’

package [2] in R (v. 3.3.3). The dependent variable was an ordi-

nate variable of agreement (1–5). We included the exposure of

respondents to human studies as a three-level categorical factor,

academic position as a two-level factor (‘with-PhD’ (postdoc,

lecturer, or professor); ‘without-PhD’ (undergraduate, masters,

or PhD student); excluding ‘others’). All results are detailed

in electronic supplementary material, table S1.
We first gauged the extent to which researchers agreed that

humans were subject to evolution—a starting point if we are to

use human data to study general evolutionary processes.

Almost all respondents (95.7%) agreed that humans are conti-

nuing to evolve. However, a smaller proportion (74.9%) agreed

that humans still evolve by natural selection, while 11.5% dis-

agreed (figure 1a). There were differences in these frequencies

among researchers with direct-, peer, and no-exposure

to human research. We report here results as odd ratio (OR)

(+asymmetric s.e.), with OR ¼ 1, meaning there is no effect

and, for example, OR ¼ 1.25, meaning there is a 25% difference

between groups. Compared to researchers with no-exposure,

those with direct-exposure were more likely to agree that

humans are still evolving (OR ¼ 1.75 [1.27–2.42], p ¼ 0.082),

and that humans are evolving under natural selection (OR ¼

1.97 [1.54–2.50], p ¼ 0.005). However, no differences were

detected between peer-exposure and no-exposure respondents

(humans are evolving: OR ¼ 0.71 [0.53–0.94], p ¼ 0.220;

humans are evolving under natural selection: OR ¼ 1.08

[0.86–1.37], p ¼ 0.720). Academic position of respondents

influenced agreement with the statement that humans are

still evolving by natural selection: participants with a PhD

were far more likely to agree than non-PhD participants

(OR¼ 2.75 [2.23–3.39], p , 0.001). Thus, in summary, most

respondents agreed that humans are still evolving, with the

majority agreeing on a role for natural selection in that process,

but this varied among levels of relevant education and experi-

ence. Importantly, this finding is in line with an increasing

number of studies showing that, despite large decreases in

mortality and reproduction over the last centuries, and in con-

trast to some beliefs [4,5], contemporary human populations

are subject to selection [6]. In other words, genetic variation

still influences survival to adulthood, reproduction, and fit-

ness, fuelling continued evolution by natural selection in

current human populations [7].

We then gauged opinion on whether human studies are

valuable for evolutionary biology and behavioural ecology.

About 76.5% of respondents agreed so, and only 7.0% disagreed

(figure 1b). Most respondents (59.3%) agreed that results from

human studies are applicable to other species, while 15.2%

disagreed (figure 1c). Participants exposed to human research

agreed 8% more than no-exposure participants with statements

that human studies contribute to evolutionary biology

and behavioural ecology (figure 1b, OR ¼ 3.05 [2.39–3.90],

p , 0.001) and 18% more that they can be applicable to other

species (figure 1c, OR ¼ 3.74 [2.98–4.71], p , 0.001). While

we did not have clear expectation on rates, these percentages

may seem somewhat low. However, they should not be

compared to 100% but rather to the rates of agreement that

results from non-human systems are generally applicable,

which remain, to the best of our knowledge, unknown. The

academic position of respondents did not influence the prob-

ability of agreement with the statement that human studies

contribute to evolutionary biology and behavioural ecology

(OR ¼ 0.94 [0.76–1.15], p ¼ 0.750) or that they can be applicable

to other species (OR ¼ 1.17 [0.96–1.44], p ¼ 0.416). Hence, most

respondents agreed that research on humans can be relevant

for evolutionary biology and behavioural ecology in

general, though agreement was more common in those with

direct-exposure to human research.

We further investigated which issues could diminish the rel-

evance of human studies to evolutionary biology and

behavioural ecology. Our survey directly gauged the opinion

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. Summary of advantages and disadvantages of human studies to evolutionary and behavioural ecology mentioned and explained by respondents to our
survey (Question14: “I believe human studies are/are not suitable for evolutionary and behavioural ecology because. . .”). The full dataset with all comments is
available online.

advantages disadvantages

features unique to

humans
— humans are the product of evolution and still evolving

— humans show a unique life history (“an exceptional

case to test general rules”)

— humans live in diverse environments and show a high

diversity of social and cultural factors offering

opportunities for research

— human are a part of tree of life similarly as other

species

— humans are under light selective pressures

— humans are an “out-group” with a too long

generation time and lifespan to be suited for

evolutionary research

— social and cultural factors difficult to disentangle

from other selective pressures

exposure to

environmental

variation

— modern environment is also natural; humans are

ecosystem engineers constructing diverse niches

— humans are still subject to strong and rapid

environmental changes like other species

— humans no longer live under “natural conditions”

— humans live in protected environment and are not

exposed to natural variation in environment

methodology — the availability of genomic, archaeological,

physiological, demographic data of an exceptional

abundance and quality

— high technology tools developed for humans

— lack of opportunity for experimental studies and

ethical issues

— too many confounding factors to control, such as

social and cultural factors

— data inference and interpretation is complex and

biased because humans are studied by humans

applicability — key theories in Genetics and Demography have been

formulated based on human data and human model

— human results are difficult to generalize to other

species

— humans do not fit to all study questions

— phylogenetical distance is an issue (e.g insect,

bacteria)
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for three possible causes: (i) the lack of a ‘natural’ environment

(figure 1d), (ii) the presence of cultural influences (figure 1e),

and (iii) the limited possibility to perform experiments

(figure 1f). Among all respondents, 21.3%, 26.5%, and 28.1%,

respectively, agreed that these factors posed issues regarding

the broader relevance of human studies. Agreement with

these statements depended on exposure to human research,

with no-exposure respondents agreeing with these statements

more than the peer-exposure and direct-exposure groups

(26.0%, 33.3%, and 37.3%, respectively; figure 1d– f). Partici-

pants exposed to human research disagreed more than

no-exposure participants with statements that the suitability

of human research in evolutionary and behavioural ecology is

limited because: humans no longer live in their natural environ-

ment (OR¼ 0.37 [0.29–0.46], p , 0.001), because of social and

cultural influences (OR ¼ 0.32 [0.25–0.40], p , 0.001), or the

limited scope for experiments (OR ¼ 0.30 [0.24–0.38], p ,

0.001). Almost half (44.8%) of the respondents considered that

at least one of the three issues (absence of natural environment,

social and cultural influences, and limited experimental possibi-

lities) limited the relevance of human research for evolutionary
or behavioural ecology in general, but this was most

pronounced within the no-exposure group (55.3%).

Both the modern human environment and cultural influ-

ences were considered problematic and restrict the

applicability of human studies to broader contexts; a concern

also raised in the comments (table 1). For example: ‘Humans

contribute to the evolution of other species but medicine and

fertility treatments mean that natural selection can’t be very

effective in humans, at least in developed countries. Too

many people survive and reproduce that would not have con-

tributed to the gene pool without interventions.’ It is worth

mentioning here that any influences that humans have on

the environment could be considered non-natural. Hence, the

concept of a natural environment is somewhat troublesome

and could have been interpreted differently among our

respondents. However, understanding the evolutionary conse-

quences of human-mediated environmental change is itself a

growing field of study. Furthermore, some survey participants

saw the human cultural environment as a lesser obstacle, draw-

ing parallels to other organisms that modify their environment:

‘The distinction between “natural” and “human-modified”

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. Responses (n ¼ 442) of evolutionary biologists to a survey concerning the relevance of human studies for advancing the evolutionary research field in general
(questions 8 – 13, [3]). Responses sorted by exposure to human research; direct-exposure through own work (black bars); peer-exposure through departmental colleagues
(grey bars), and no-exposure through either route. Respondents were asked to agree on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), with the following
statements: (a) humans are still evolving by natural selection; (b) human studies make a valuable contribution to evolutionary and behavioural ecology; (c) results
from human studies can be applicable to other species; (d ) that humans no longer live in their natural environment limits the suitability of human studies for evolutionary
and behavioural ecology; (e) cultural and social influences limit the suitability of human studies for evolutionary and behavioural ecology; ( f ) the limited scope for
experiments prevents humans from being a suitable study organism for evolutionary and behavioural ecology. The original response scale 1 – 5 was simplified here
for illustrative purposes only, with 1 and 2 pooled as ‘disagree’, 3 representing ‘neutral’, and 4 and 5 pooled as ‘agree’.
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environments is disappearing. We would also not consider a

beaver pond an unnatural environment so why consider our

built habitats not natural? As we evolve we change our habitat

generating new selective factors.’
The major perceived limitation of human studies was the

limited scope for experiments: ‘Generation time too long,

replicated experiments impossible, correlation not causation’.

Even when attitudes towards human studies were positive,

many respondents called for more rigorous approaches: ‘I

think human studies can make a valuable contribution, as

long as the very substantial conceptual difficulties that such

studies present are taken into account. Human studies are

problematic when their assumptions are not acknowledged,

and when their findings are interpreted in a superficial

way’. Further, several respondents raised ethical concerns

preventing human experiments and a human-biased inter-

pretation of results. On the positive side, many respondents

viewed the diversity of environments that humans live in

as an advantage, not a problem and many acknowledged

that the large amount of high-quality data available on

humans is particularly valuable.
3. Contributions of human studies to evolutionary
biology: from genes to populations

Our survey identified numerous strengths and weaknesses

in human studies (table 1). We discuss these in the following

sections, drawing on examples from topics in which studies

in humans have played a key role in advancing the field: demo-

graphy, quantitative genetics, evolutionary medicine, and

life-history evolution. These examples illustrate contributions

of different kinds: methodological developments, big data, or

new hypotheses. We note though that these are just a small

sample of the many areas, such as the role of telomeres in life his-

tory [8,9], the evolution of animal personalities [10], and social

networks [11], in which human studies have made valuable con-

tributions to fundamental understanding in evolutionary

biology, or have even initiated entire fields of research.

(a) Demography
Demography is the study of vital rates: survival and fertility.

Demography originated when local priests started tracking

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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births, deaths and, in some cases, migrations of those in their

community as early as the seventeenth century [12]. In the

late seventeenth century, two members of the British Royal

Society, John Graunt and Edmond Halley, began to explore

the composition of human populations using such data, count-

ing the number of individuals alive at a given time point and

for a given age class. In doing so, they created some of the

first known life tables, a method still widely used [13–15],

and thereby founded the field of demography in Western

society [12].

Using the wealth of data available [16] demographers

continue to characterize ever-changing human populations

[17–19], but the impact of demography extends much further

than humans. At the genetic level, survival and fertility drive

the propagation of genes, hence demography captures the

two major components of fitness more broadly recognized in

evolutionary biology [20]. For example, matrix population

and integral projection models can both be used to link demo-

graphy and quantitative genetics [21,22]. Demography

provides further key insights into the biology of ageing: as

yet, there is no evidence for an intrinsic limit to human lifespan

[23], but the predictive value of individual biomarkers of life-

span declines with increasing age [24]. At the individual and

species level, evolutionary biologists use demographic

approaches to highlight diversity and identify the factors

shaping variation in survival and fecundity [25].

At first sight, human demography may seem very different

from that of short-lived species, which may experience regular

population crashes and genetic bottlenecks [26,27]. However, a

major reason for the multidisciplinary relevance of human

demography arises because many demographic concepts and

tools were first developed in humans. Classic examples include

the description of population collapses following growth [28],

which even inspired Darwin when formulating his theory

of natural selection [28], logistic population growth [29], and

exponential increases in mortality rate with age [30]. These pio-

neering works were subsequently used, for example, to model

the dynamics of tumour growth [31,32], and to describe popu-

lation-level phenomena of many non-human species [33], such

as density dependence [34]. A more recent concept resulting

from human work is that of individual-level variation in mor-

tality risk [35], a phenomenon present in many species [36]. In

demography it has improved estimates of population-level

parameters such as life-expectancy and demographic rates

[35] and, in ecology and evolution, it has been used to quantify

ageing rates [37,38], developmental plasticity, and behavioural

syndromes [39]. Other examples of knowledge transfer from

human to non-human systems include the occurrence of late-

life mortality plateaus [40] and the convergence of mortality

rates of high-and low-quality cohorts [41], both described in

humans long before in any other species [42–44]. Many con-

cepts originating from human demographic research have,

therefore, provided key insights that are applicable far

beyond humans.
(b) Heritability, adaptation, and quantitative genetics
It was data within large demographic records on humans that

allowed Fisher to examine the causes of trait variability [45],

laying important foundations for the field of quantitative

genetics [46]. Fisher’s research was initially based on the calcu-

lation of heritability: the proportion of phenotypic variation in

a trait attributable to additive genetic effects [47]. Despite the
complex genetics underlying trait inheritance [48], herita-

bility remains a useful tool in evolutionary biology [49]. For

example, because fitness can have genetic variation, heritabil-

ity quantifies potential rates of adaptation [50]. Heritability is

important, not only to studies of fundamental concepts

within evolutionary biology, but also to issues of immediate

wider concern to human populations such as the potential

long-term impacts of environmental change [51], pesticide

and antibiotic resistance, and the evolution of disease. Herit-

ability, clearly, is a fundamental concept within evolutionary

biology which originates from ideas initially formulated and

tested in humans.

Despite the utility of heritability, recent work has high-

lighted the limited, and potentially misleading, insight that

heritability provides in terms of modelling evolution and

using the breeder’s equation [52–54]. For example, heritability

does not necessarily reflect the ability of populations to evolve

in an adaptive way, perhaps better captured in the more recent

concept of evolvability [55]. Quantitative geneticists are, there-

fore, increasingly pursuing alternative approaches when

studying evolution and the response to selection [56–58]. Such

goals often require large quantities of data and, despite statistical

approaches that can make use of complex pedigree relationships

in large datasets [59], this limits the potential for such studies in

natural populations. Human-based research can, however,

make a valuable contribution in this area owing to the vast

multi-generational datasets available [60], which are comparable

to highly regarded datasets on natural populations of other

species (figure 2), and have previously been used to estimate

heritability [7,61] and other quantitative genetic parameters

(e.g. G-matrices [58] and intersexual genetic correlations [62]).

Furthermore, extensive records on ecological parameters

such as crop yields, disease dynamics, and climate are available

for many human populations, offering quite unique depths of

information and opportunity. Many natural populations of

non-human species now face dramatically changing environ-

ments, the consequences of which remain poorly understood.

Combining records of human populations with environmen-

tal data, there is potential to draw parallels on the general

evolutionary and ecological consequences of rapid environ-

mental change, improving understanding of how changing

environments affect quantitative genetic parameters and the

potential to adapt to environmental change. For example,

such data allow evolutionary biologists to address how rapid

environmental change affects genetic (co)variance, and the

response to selection in different conditions [58]. There is a

pressing need for a greater general understanding of how chan-

ging environments affect the genetic basis of adaptation [63],

which can be aided by contributions from human studies.

One issue highlighted by our survey is the influence of heri-

table non-genetic information, such as cultural influences.

Identifying and quantifying such effects remains a major

challenge [7], but one not limited to humans. Culture in

non-human societies was acknowledged only relatively

recently [64,65], but studies in non-human systems will benefit

by drawing parallels with human studies. Furthermore, while

gene–culture coevolution in humans is an established field

[66], research on the impact of culture at the genetic level has

only begun relatively recently in non-human systems [67,68],

and the insights and methods from human studies will be

relevant within this emerging field.

Finally, research on human genetics and genomics has pro-

duced a wealth of data over the last two decades, allowing

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. Pedigrees from a human population and several large datasets of wild non-human populations. (a) Human, Finnish Human Population Data; (b) Soay
Sheep, St Kilda Soay Sheep Project (data provided by Alastair Wilson); (c) Seychelles Warbler, Seychelles Warbler Project ( figure provided by Hannah Dugdale and
David Richardson); (d ) Collared Flycatcher, Gotland (data provided by Simon Evans); (e) Bighorn Sheep, Alpine Ungulate Research Group (figure provided by David
Coltman); ( f ) Great Tit, Wytham Tit Project. (Figure provided by Josh Firth.)
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humans to be among the species at the forefront of evolution-

ary quantitative genetics. For example, using genome-wide

association studies (GWAS), researchers can identify the

underlying alleles involved in trait variation. Until now, how-

ever, researchers have only been able to identify alleles which

explain a fraction of the heritability in a given trait, and a

considerable part of trait heritability remains unexplained,

the so-called ‘missing heritability’ [69]. Although first ident-

ified in humans, the same observation has since been made

in a number of other species [70]. This has led to the sugges-

tion that most adaptive change comes through relatively

modest changes accumulating over gene networks, a so-

called ‘omnigenic’ model [71,72]. Clearly, human studies

have made important contributions to the field of quantitative

genetics and, owing to the sheer amount of data and tech-

niques available, continue to do so while offering the

opportunity to address critical issues of broader interest.
(c) Human health and the predictive adaptive response
A substantial body of work has accumulated on phenotypic

plasticity which considers the long-term effects of developmen-

tal conditions in humans. Early work on humans showed

positive associations between early- and late-life cohort mor-

tality [73,74] and between early-life conditions and adult

lifespan [75]. Such associations have subsequently been found

across a range of species [76,77]. The consistent pattern

among these studies is that individuals exposed to better

developmental conditions outperform those that experienced
challenging conditions in terms of health, lifespan, and repro-

duction, referred to as the ‘silver-spoon’ effect [78]. These

concepts are important for evolutionary biologists because

such long-term effects can drive individual differences in fitness

[79], hence affecting eco-evolutionary dynamics.

Despite considerable support for the silver-spoon hypoth-

esis across taxa, human studies have also revealed some cases

where cohorts exposed to good conditions show poorer adult

health. For example, the negative association between birth-

weight and the risk of developing type 2 diabetes and heart

disease is most profound for cohorts with better developmen-

tal conditions [80]. Examples like this triggered the

hypothesis that individuals exposed to poor environmental

conditions go through physiological changes that better pre-

pare them to cope with similar challenges in the future,

referred to as ‘predictive adaptive response’ (PAR).

Since its original formulation in humans, the PAR hypo-

thesis has sparked further developments [81,82] and research

in other species. The silver-spoon and PAR hypotheses offer

contrasting predictions, and a major line of research has

formed to disentangle these from each other in humans [83]

and other species [84]. Human studies though remain correla-

tive, which can be an issue, for example, when there are

mortality biases [85]. Disentangling the silver-spoon and PAR

hypotheses without confounding variables requires exper-

iments, which are only feasible in non-human systems.

A meta-analysis, pooling most experimental studies to date,

showed some evidence for PAR, but the effect was weak [84].

This weak signal may arise either because PAR effects are

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 2. Examples of evolutionary concepts and methods first discovered in
humans and subsequently applied to non-human species. Note that, for
more recent examples, the time between the human and the non-human
references decreases, indicative of increased rates of interdisciplinary
communication.

example

references

human non-human

demography

life tables Graunt [102] Deevey [13]

mortality equation Gompertz [30] Kimball [103]

logistic equation Verhulst [29] Allee [34]a

individual

heterogeneity

Vaupel et al. [35] Harcombe [104]

genetics

missing heritability Maher [69] Brachi et al. [70]

gene – culture

coevolution

Durham [105]a Whitehead [67]

predictive adaptive

response

Gluckman &

Hanson [106]

Taborsky [107]b

post-reproductive lifespan Williams [86] Cohen [95]
aAnd references therein.
bUsing a full-factorial experimental design.
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infrequent or because the benefit that can be gained from phys-

iological adjustments is small. Studies in different species are

crucial in disentangling these two possibilities.

(d) Senescence and the evolution of post-reproductive
lifespan

Senescence is the decline in organismal functioning, survival,

and/or reproduction with increasing age [86]. As recently as

the 1950s, senescence was considered a uniquely human trait

that did not occur in nature. Hence our evolutionary theories

on the ageing conundrum (why does senescence occur despite

natural selection?) are based on human observations. It was

much later that descriptions of senescence began to emerge

for other species. Now, a vast body of evidence shows that

senescence occurs in a wide variety of taxa [25,87]. This diver-

sity is now a major strength in the study of evolutionary

processes and physiological pathways involved in senescence.

The study of the evolution of senescence is an example which

was motivated by human studies, while the subsequent broad-

ening to other study organisms helps us better understand the

process in humans.

An interesting ageing case is post-reproductive lifespan

(PRLS)—lifespan beyond the age at reproductive cessation.

Until the mid-1980s, evolutionary biologists paid little attention

to the evolution of this specific aspect of human life-history and

ageing pattern, because it was initially viewed as a uniquely

human trait [88,89], and was mostly studied by scientists

working exclusively on humans. PRLS also represents an evol-

utionary conundrum. After all, what fitness benefit could the

cessation of reproduction give? The first adaptive theories

to explain PRLS were rooted both in the fact that late-life repro-

duction is associated with increased mortality risk in mothers,

and that social individuals might increase their fitness by

helping relatives [86,90]. Indeed, (grand)mothers increase

(grand)offspring survival [91] or reproduction in humans

[92]. More recently, PRLS is increasingly being studied in

non-human systems [93–97], with some species showing

extents of PRLS comparable with those found in humans [96].

A major focus within evolutionary biology is the identifi-

cation of the common features of species exhibiting PRLS,

which may help to explain how this pattern evolves. These

features include sociality and cooperation [98] and some eco-

demographic variables. For example, age-specific patterns of

relatedness among females in social groups can affect kin

benefits, reproductive costs, and the evolution of PRLS in

humans and cetaceans [99]. This hypothesis has now received

support from studies on historical humans [100] and compara-

tive analysis of mammals [101]. Research to identify ecological

conditions and life-history traits that favour the evolution of

PRLS, an insight mostly gained from non-human studies, is

flourishing both in humans and non-human systems.

While initially observed in humans, PRLS occurs in a

wide variety of species. Based on human observation, various

mutually non-exclusive adaptive explanations for PRLS have

been proposed. However, the origin of PRLS is difficult to

infer solely from human studies, and further theoretical devel-

opments and empirical tests of the adaptive benefits of PRLS

require non-human studies. Indeed, current theoretical and

empirical knowledge, from human and non-human studies,

suggests that the evolution of PRLS is heterogeneous, the

result of several selective pressures (natural, kin, and sexual

selection), and is explained by both adaptive and non-adaptive
processes [101]. However, as a long-lived species with a long

PRLS, complex sociality and the most dissected physiological

knowledge of reproductive cessation of any species, humans

remain essential to furthering our understanding of the

evolution of PRLS, in general.
4. Conclusion
Several pioneering studies on human populations have pro-

vided key insights, concepts, and tools to evolutionary

biology (table 2). These studies focused on topics such as gen-

etics, life-history evolution, and demography, all discussed in

our article, as well as topics not covered here. The majority of

researchers within evolutionary biology and associated fields

acknowledged that human studies can provide insights appli-

cable to non-human systems, with those more exposed to

human studies expressing more positive views. The main

issues identified with human studies are the lack of experimen-

tal manipulations, and the non-natural and cultural

environment. Indeed, these issues can alter the course of evol-

ution. However, these limitations also apply to other species

with a slower pace of life, such as elephants, cetaceans, primates,

seabirds, turtles, and some fish species. Human studies can

inspire research in such systems, for example, through the

ground-breaking work of gene–culture coevolution together

with the detailed knowledge of genetic dynamics of human

populations. Carefully designed experiments are essential to

exclude effects of confounding factors and to confirm the caus-

ality of the patterns seen. Predictive adaptive responses

illustrate that a fundamental concept can be formulated based

on non-experimental human studies, after which they can be

investigated experimentally in a wide variety of species. The
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historical monitoring of births and deaths in various human

populations has given rise to demography, from which methods

and concepts are now applied in various disciplines and

many species alike. Detailed knowledge of family relationships

made it possible to study heritability and genetic variation,

and to study the potential benefits of grand-mothering and

PRLS, concepts relevant to other species and to evolutionary

biology in general. We have demonstrated here that human

studies have made a host of valuable contributions to the under-

standing of fundamental concepts within evolutionary biology,

and highlighted some of the many ways in which they are

highly suited to making a continued contribution applicable
across a variety of disciplines and sparking research in many

other species.
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